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Explore novel computing technologies and apply them to science 
challenges. 
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Explore and evaluate the use of neuromorphic computing 
technology on applications in image analysis and event detection

•  “BrainNinspired”#nonN
Von#Neumann#

architecture#

•  Implement#scalable,#

efficient,#and#flexible#

spiking#neural#

networks#
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section S9). Mixed analog-digital as well as cus-
tom microprocessor-based neuromorphic approaches
(13) have built event-driven communication frame-
works (14) to emulate the interconnectivity of the
brain by leveraging the speed of digital electronics.
We have found that event-driven communication
combined with colocated memory and compu-
tation mitigates the von Neumann bottleneck
(15). Inspired by neuroscience (Fig. 2, A to C), our
key architectural abstraction (Fig. 1C) is a network
of neurosynaptic cores that can implement large-
scale spiking neural networks that are efficient,
scalable, and flexible within today’s technology.
From a structural view, the basic building

block is a core, a self-contained neural network
with 256 input lines (axons) and 256 outputs
(neurons) connected via 256-by-256 directed,
programmable synaptic connections (Fig. 2D).
Building on the local, clustered connectivity of
a single neurosynaptic core, we constructedmore
complex networks by wiring multiple cores to-
gether using global, distributed on- and off-chip
connectivity (Fig. 2, E and F). Each neuron on
every core can target an axon on any other core.
Therefore, axonal branching is implemented hier-
archically in two stages: First, a single connec-
tion travels a long distance between cores (akin

to an axonal trunk) and second, upon reaching
its target axon, fans out into multiple connec-
tions that travel a short distance within a core
(akin to an axonal arbor). Neuron dynamics is
discretized into 1-ms time steps set by a global
1-kHz clock. Other than this global synchroniza-
tion signal, which ensures one-to-one equivalence
between software and hardware, cores operate in
a parallel and event-driven fashion (supplemen-
tary section S1). The fundamental currency that
mediates fully asynchronous (16) intercore
communication and event-driven intracore com-
putation is all-or-nothing spike events that repre-
sent firing of individual neurons. The architecture
is efficient because (i) neurons form clusters
that draw their inputs from a similar pool of
axons (17–19) (Fig. 2A) allowing for memory-
computation colocalization (supplementary sec-
tion S5); (ii) only spike events, which are sparse
in time, are communicated between cores via
the long-distance communication network; and
(iii) active power is proportional to firing ac-
tivity. The architecture is scalable because (i)
cores on a chip, as well as chips themselves, can
be tiled in two dimensions similar to the mam-
malian neocortex (Fig. 2, B and C); (ii) each spike
event addresses a pool of neurons on a target

core, reducing the number of long-range spike
events thus mitigating a critical bottleneck (sup-
plementary section S4); and (iii) occasional de-
fects at the core and chip level do not disrupt
system usability. Last, the architecture is flexible
because (i) each neuron is individually config-
urable, and the neuron model (20) supports a
wide variety of computational functions and
biologically relevant spiking behaviors; (ii) each
synapse can be turned on or off individually,
and postsynaptic efficacy can be assigned relative
strengths; (iii) each neuron-axon connection is
programmable along with its axonal delay; and
(iv) the neurons and synapses can exhibit pro-
grammed stochastic behavior via a pseudo-random
number generator (one per core). The architec-
ture thus supports rich physiological dynamics
and anatomical connectivity that includes feed-
forward, recurrent, and lateral connections.
From a functional view, a core has individually

addressable axons, a configurable synaptic cross-
bar array, and programmable neurons (Fig. 2G).
Within a core, information flows from presyn-
aptic axons (horizontal lines), through the active
synapses in the crossbar (binary-connected cross-
points), to drive inputs for all the connected
postsynaptic neurons (vertical lines). Axons are
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Fig. 1. Computation, communication, and memory. (A) The parallel,
distributed architecture of the brain is different from the sequential, cen-
tralized von Neumann architecture of today’s computers. The trend of in-
creasing power densities and clock frequencies of processors (29) is headed
away from the brain’s operating point. Number and POWER processors are
from IBM, Incorporated; AMD, Advanced Micro Devices, Incorporated;
Pentium, Itanium, and Core 2 Duo, Intel, Incorporated. (B) In terms of
computation, a single processor has to simulate both a large number of
neurons as well as the inter-neuron communication infrastructure. In terms

ofmemory, the von Neumann bottleneck (15),which is caused by separation
between the external memory and processor, leads to energy-hungry data
movement when updating neuron states and when retrieving synapse
states. In terms of communication, interprocessormessaging (25) explodes
when simulating highly interconnected networks that do not fit on a single
processor. (C) Conceptual blueprint of an architecture that, like the brain,
tightly integrates memory, computation, and communication in distributed
modules that operate in parallel and communicate via an event-driven
network.
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Neuromorphic Computing Platforms
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“Spikey” from 
Electronic Visions 
group in Heidelberg!

Qualcomm’s NPU’s 
for robots.!

SpiNNaker’s 1B 
neuron machine!

Stanford’s Neurogrid!

Intel’s concept design...!

IBM’s 
TrueNorth!
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IBM SyNAPSE Project (D. Modha)

•  5.4 B transistor chip TrueNorth,  
4096 neurosynaptic cores, 1M 
spiking neurons, 256 M 
configurable synapses 

•  63 mW power per chip, 
significantly less energy per 
event (176,000) when compared  
to a simulator 

•  Scalability to large system 

•  Corelet programming model 
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Neuromorphic Computing Collaboration
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•  LBNL#
•  UC#Berkeley#

–  Redwood!Center!for!
Theore0cal!
Neuroscience!

–  Berkeley!Ins0tute!for!
Data!Science!(BIDS)!

•  LLNL#
•  IBM#Almaden#

•  BrainSEED#–#LBNL,#UC#
Berkeley,#UCSF#
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Neuromorphic Image Classification

•  Recognize patterns in images using convolutional 
neural networks for low-power, high throughput, 
real-time data feedback in material science, biology 
and cosmology#
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GISAXS!(Materials)! Cryo)EM!(Biosciences)! Telescope!(Cosmology)! Micro)CT!(Energy!Technologies)!
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Supernova Detection - Candidate Detection

•  Goal: detecting SN candidates in 
sky surveys as early as possible 
(otherwise observation becomes too 
faint or scientifically useless)

•  basic idea: subtract images from 
two points in time and look for 
brighter spots

•  After difference merging, ~93% 
images background

•  CCD defects, cosmic rays, bad 
alignments, poorly subtracted 
galaxies, etc.

Kessler!et!
al!2015!
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Neuromorphic Kalman Filters

•  Implement Kalman filters on neuromorphic 
architecture for low-power, high-throughput, real-
time data processing 
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Brain-machine interfaces! Charged particle tracking!
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Quantum Computing
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“Shrinking the bit” 

“Redefining the bit” 
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Quantum Simulators

•  Quantum#Mechanics#on#classical#computers#is#hard#

–  Simulate!one!kind!of!quantum!mechanical!system!with!
another!
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Simula0ng!Physics!with!Computers,!R.P.!Feynman,!Int.%J.%Theor.%Phys.,%21:467!(1982)!
Universal!Quantum!Simulators.!S.!Lloyd,!Science,!273:1073!(1996)!
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Quantum Computing Collaboration

•  Advanced#QuantumN

Enabled#Simula-on#

–  CRD!&!MSD!
–  UC!Berkeley!Physics!&!
Chemistry!
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Deploy 10-qubit system as a quantum simulator
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Computing (~100-100,000) 
 

•  Gate Based: Shor, Grover,… 
•  Adiabatic Quantum Computing 
•  Quantum Annealing 

Communication (~1, flying) 
 

•  Quantum Key Distribution 
•  Quantum Commitment 

Simulations (~1-100) 
 

•  Fundamental CS, Math, Info.Thy.,… 
•  Chemical & Materials Science 
•  Theoretical Physics: Cosmology,... 

Metrology (~1-10) 
 

•  Precision measurements, squeezing 
•  Sensors (Magnetic, Charge, Light) 
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Modeling Frustrated Systems with Ultracold Atoms

•  Magne-c#proper-es#of#
minerals#with#Kagome#
laYce#oZen#unusual#or#
poorly#understood,#e.g.#
Herbertsmithite,#
ZnCu3(OH)6Cl2#

•  Ultracold#atoms#
trapped#in#a#similar#
laYce#can#interact#
analogously#to#atoms#
in#a#solid#
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Simulating Quantum Chemistry
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quantum!chemical!
system!of!interest!

quantum!model!

classical!
(super)computer!

classical!
informa0on!

•  Exact!methods!are!exponen0ally!expensive!!
-  Full!configura0on!interac0on!(FCI)!(0me)independent):!~10!electrons!
-  Quantum!dynamics!(0me)dependent):!~3!atoms!

•  Approximate!methods!are!computable!but!insufficient!for!many!applica0ons!
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Simulating Quantum Chemistry
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quantum!chemical!
system!of!interest!

quantum!model!

Quantum!simulator!

classical!
informa0on!

•  Encode#quantum#chemical#systems#in#polynomial#number#of#qubits.#

•  Solve#quantum#model#using#polynomial#number#of#opera-ons.#
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Simulators that will realize progress over classical 
computers

•  “Quantum#Supremacy”#

that#you#care#about#

•  Deploy#a#10N100#
superconduc-ng#qubit#

testbed#for#circuitN

based#compu-ng#

•  Deploy#ultracold#atoms#

in#dis-nct#confinement#

topologies#as#quantum#

simulators#
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Figure 1.10: Qubit T1 and T2, along with cavity lifetimes, are plotted as a function
of year since the first superconducting qubit experiments. Typically, samples that
produced new record values at the time of measurement were included. The results
from compact resonators, 3D Transmon and fluxonium from this thesis are shown.

of transistors on integrated circuits can be made with superconducting qubits. As

shown in this plot, “Schoelkopf’s law” observes that individual qubit relaxation and

coherence times increase at a rate of approximately a factor of ten every three years.

Over the course of the next few years, the superconducting qubit community will

continue performing experiments on multiple qubit algorithms, QND measurements,

and error correction. If all goes well, qubit architectures will arise that support

logical qubits: manifestations of a larger system that act as single qubits that live

longer than any single physical qubit. From there, operations and algorithms on

logical qubits will hopefully follow, which at some point in the future may lead to

the holy grail of fault-tolerant quantum computation [49].
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Devoret!and!Schoelkopf!Groups,!Yale.!
Stamper)Kurn!Group,!Berkeley!
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Design quantum algorithms for strongly correlated 
systems

•  Electronic#proper-es#of#
metalloNenzymes#
incompletely#described#by#
meanNfield#models#
–  Mixed!classical/quantum!

algorithm,!error!tolerant,!and!
circuit)based!

•  Magne-c#proper-es#of#
minerals#with#Kagome#
laYce#poorly#understood,#
e.g.#possible#spin#liquid#
–  Ultracold!atoms!trapped!in!a!

similar!ladce!can!interact!
analogously!to!atoms!in!a!
solid!

Chan!Group,!Princeton!
Stamper)Kurn!Group,!Berkeley!


